JOE BOLIAN is President of Taxography, Inc. in St. Louis, Missouri. Mr. Bolian has over 25 years of experience developing geographic information systems originating with Taxography’s parent company, Stopwatch Maps, Inc. He established Taxography 12 years ago to serve Property Tax professionals with solutions to accurately relate company assets to tax jurisdictions.

He and his team have developed a set of processes to build and maintain the latest property tax jurisdiction boundaries in a GIS format, and collect up to date tax rates and Assessor/Collector contact information. He also maintains a web service for standardizing asset addresses and relating them to tax jurisdictions and rates. In the past, he developed spatial processes for telephone companies, including costing models for arguing replacement cost new valuations.

Over 50 leasing companies, and over two dozen telecommunications, pipeline, cable and utility companies have come to rely on Taxography.

Mr. Bolian received his computer science education at the University of Missouri – Rolla and lives in St. Louis, Missouri with his wife and two children.